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Core feature of Schizophrenia 

◼ Disunity of consciousness - Kraepelin 

◼ Experiential disorders of ego - Eugen Bleuler 

◼ Breach of self versus nonself boundaries 
results in first rank symptoms - Kurt 
Schneider 



Core feature of schizophrenia 

◼ Empirical evidence for self-disturbance 
among (in comparison to healthy and other forms of psychosis)

▪ Patients with schizophrenia
▪ Schizophrenia spectrum disorders
▪ High genetic risk of schizophrenia

◼ Self-disturbance
▪ Agency (level of self-definition, negative-positive 

self-regard)
▪ Relatedness (forming relations with others) 



Self 



Self 

◼ Entire set of beliefs, evaluations, perceptions, 
and thoughts that people have about 
themselves (William James)

◼ The mental idea, image or self-perception a 
person has of himself; the awareness of his
differences from others plus his subjective 
evaluation of these differences.

◼ Self - a notion we use to contrast ourselves 
from others (Paranjpe)



Self

◼ A sense of having a first-person 
perspective and being a specific entity 
with clearly demarcated physical 
boundaries between oneself and 
environment

◼ Ability to distinguish ‘I’ from ‘not I’



Self

“Self is the way we identify ourselves”



Self (Jaspers & Scharfetter)

◼ Five characteristics of self
▪ Ego vitality (Scharfetter)
▪ Ego activity 
▪ Ego consistency 
▪ Ego identity 
▪ Ego demarcation 



Self - Characteristics of self 

▪ Ego vitality 
▪ Feeling of awareness of being or existing 

▪ I know that I am alive and exist
▪ Fundamental to awareness of self 

▪ Ego activity – I am an agent
▪ Feeling of awareness of activity 
▪ I am an agent who initiates and acts 

▪ Ego consistency and coherence 
▪ An awareness of unity 

▪ At any given moment, I know that I am one person



Self - Characteristics of self 
▪ Ego identity 
▪ Self-identity 

▪ Awareness of identity 

▪ There is continuity in my biography 

▪ I have been the same person all the time

▪ Ego demarcation 
▪ Awareness of boundaries of the self 

▪ I am distinct  from other beings and things
▪ I can distinguish myself from the outside world 
▪ I am aware of the boundary of the self and non-self 



Self disturbances

◼ Commonest among patients with 
schizophrenia spectrum disorders 

◼ Other psychiatric conditions
◼ Epilepsy 
◼ Organic causes 
◼ Normal healthy individuals  

▪ (It was so incredible. I pinched myself to make 
sure it was really happening to me) 



Self disturbance in 
Schizophrenia 



Disorder of Ego Vitality

◼ I never need to ask myself the question as to 
whether I exist 

◼ My knowledge that everything else exists is 
based on premise that I exist 
▪ Nihilistic ideas, depersonalization



Disorders of ego activity

◼ I do something and I know that I am doing it
▪ e.g. activity in relation with moving, memorizing, 

imagining, willing



Disorder of Unity of self

◼ I know that I am one person 

◼ I know my capabilities and limitations

◼ Deeply integrated in thinking and behaviour in 
health

◼ Implicit assumption 



Disorder of Unity of self

◼ Feeling of presence – Feeling of physical presence of another 
person. 

◼ Negative heautoscopy – Failure to perceive one’s body in a 
mirror or directly

◼ Inner heautoscopy – Experience of visual hallucination of 
internal organs in extra-corporeal space 

◼ Autoscopic hallucinations – Extra mirror image of himself or 
of his face or trunk

◼ Out of body experience – Projection of an observing self in 
extra-personal space seemingly totally dissociated from 
physical body

◼ Heautoscopy proper or doppleganger - Individual sees his 
double



Disorder of Unity of self



Disorder of unity of self 

◼ Example
▪ Self-shooting of a phantom head by patient with 

Schizophrenia (Ames 1984)
▪ Seeing and hearing a voice from another head 

that was set on his own shoulders, attached to 
his body and trying to dominate his own head. 
Patient tried to remove other head by shooting 
six shots at it and through his own palate. 



Disorder of self-identity

◼ I am who I was last week or 10 years ago; I am 
who I will be next week or in 10 years time

◼ Changes in identity of the self /Complete 
change from one person to other

◼ Severity of alteration more for patients with 
psychosis 



Disorder of boundaries of self or ego 
demarcation 

◼ Disturbance in knowing where I ends and not I 
begins
▪ Other people are doing things to me
▪ External observer finds a blurring or loss of the 

boundaries of self that is not apparent to patient



Boundaries of self in schizophrenia



Boundaries of self in schizophrenia

◼ Seems to be fundamental to nature of condition 

◼ Never as central theme 

◼ Notion of self not mentioned in DSM V or ICD -10

◼ Self disturbance as the core feature of and possibly 
resulting in positive, negative and disorganization 
symptoms

◼ Permeability of barrier between individual and 
environment in many first-rank symptoms



First rank symptoms of 
schizophrenia



First rank symptoms of 
schizophrenia

1. Audible thoughts
2. Voices heard arguing
3. Voices commenting on one’s action
4. Thought withdrawal
5. Thought insertion
6. Thought diffusion
7. Made feelings or affect
8. Made impulses
9. Made volition

10. Somatic passivity
11. Delusional perception



Audible thoughts

◼ Patient’s experience of hearing his own 
thoughts said out loud



Voices heard arguing

◼ Two or more hallucinatory voices discussing 
the subject in third person



Voices giving running commentary

•Running commentary on patient’s activities 
before, during or after the activity 



Thought withdrawal

◼ Thoughts cease and subject experiences 
them as removed by an external force



Thought insertion

◼ Experience of thought imposed by some 
external force on person’s mind



Thoughts broadcast 

◼ Experience of thoughts escaping the confines 
of self and as being experienced by others 
around



Passivity of emotion (made feeling)

◼ Affect that the patient experiences does not 
seem to him to be his own 



Passivity of impulse (made 
impulses)

◼ Experience of a drive, not his own, to carry 
out some motor activity



Passivity of volition (made acts)

◼ Patients acts, though feels that action is not 
because of his will



Somatic passivity 

◼ Bodily sensations, especially sensory 
symptoms, are experienced as imposed on 
body by some external force



Delusional perception

•Normal perception has a private and illogical meaning



Correlation with symptoms 

◼ Positive symptoms ?
◼ Negative symptoms ?
◼ Disorganization symptoms ?
◼ Cognitive symptoms ?
◼ Affective symptoms ?
◼ Motor symptoms ?



Correlation with schizophrenia 
spectrum disorder symptoms 



Correlation with symptoms 

◼ Weak correlation with positive symptoms 
◼ Moderate correlation with negative 

symptoms
◼ Moderate correlation to formal thought 

disorder  
(Nordgaard et al., 2014) 



Summary 

Basic disturbance of self awareness - Prodromal 
stage

Alienation - Disembodiment - Separation from 
the world & others

‘As if’ phenomenon 

 Ego disturbance - First rank symptoms - 
Delusions - Disease state 



Summary 

Basic disturbance of self awareness - 
Diminished self 

Alienation - Disembodiment - Separation from 
the world & others

‘As if’ phenomenon 

 Ego disturbance - First rank symptoms - 
Delusions - Hyper-reflexivity 



Summary 

Auditory hallucination in form of running 
commentary is abnormal perception of internal 
speech (hyper-reflexivity). Failure to recognize 
the self as source (diminished self-reflection) 



Summary 

Auditory hallucination in form of running 
commentary is abnormal perception of internal 
speech (hyper-reflexivity). Failure to recognize 
the self as source (diminished self-reflection) 



Summary 

◼ Challenged, unstable and oscillating  self 
among patients with schizophrenia

◼ Self-disturbance 
▪ Core feature of schizophrenia spectrum 

disorders 
▪ Probably first feature
▪ Is not a sequelae of psychosis
▪ May have diagnostic and prognostic implications 



Thank You



Other alteration of boundaries

◼ Ecstasy

◼ Feeling of one with universe

◼ Merging with God

◼ Experiencing unity with saints/guru



Yoga and Self boundary 

◼ Difference of concept of self ?

◼ Difference in self and self-disturbance of 
schizophrenia ?

◼ Benefits of yoga for mental disorders vs change 
in ‘self-awareness’ with yoga

◼ Practice of physical aspects of yoga and its 
effects on self ?

◼ Meditation/trance and altered sense of self ?



Mirror neuron activity and 
Schizophrenia 

◼ Schizophrenia patients with Ego boundary 
disturbance (EBD) showed lower MEP 
enhancement during action observation 
relative to rest states than patients without 
EBD.  



Structural correlates of Self
◼ Cortical midline structures (CMS) - Areas related to 

self-referential experiences 
▪ Orbital and adjacent medial prefrontal cortex 

(OMPFC); Anterior cingulate (AC); Dorsomedial 
prefrontal cortex (DMPFC); Posterior cingulate with 
retrosplenium & precuneus 

◼ Right posterior insula & right inferior parietal 
cortex 

◼ Right parietal and ventromedial prefrontal cortex 
◼ CMS are activated during resting state conditions 

and deactivated during cognitive tasks 



Structural correlates of 

◼ Default mode network (DMN)
▪ DMN is active during passive rest and during 

mind wandering. 
▪ DMN - Areas deactivated during external 

directed task compared to rest 
▪



Structural correlates of 
Schizophrenia 

◼ Aberrant structural and functional neural 
connectivity - A basic feature of schizophrenia 

◼ In resting state
▪ Resting state functional connectivity increase 

within CMS & DMN (focus on internal mental contents) 
▪ Functional connectivity reduced in Control 

executive network (CEN) (focus on external mental 
contents) 



Structural correlates of 
Schizophrenia 

◼ Aberrant structural and functional neural 
connectivity - A basic feature of schizophrenia 

◼ During social perception task 
▪ Aberrant activation of posterior insula; reduced 

activation of ventral premotor cortex
▪ Aberrant functional interactions of  posterior 

insula & ventral premotor cortex with posterior 
cingulate cortex (PCC)  



◼ Ipseity disturbance model 
(Disturbance at prereflective level) 
▪ Hyper-reflexivity 
▪ Diminished self-affection 

(Example: Auditory hallucination in form of running 
commentary is abnormal perception of internal speech 

(hyper-reflexivity). Failure to recognize the self as source 
(diminished self-reflection) 


